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ITM Power manufactures integrated hydrogen energy systems

WHAT WE DO?
HYDROGEN ENERGY SYSTEMS



ITM Power manufactures integrated hydrogen energy systems

SCALEUP FROM 5KW R&D TO WORLD’S LARGEST 10MW FOR SHELL
HYDROGEN ENERGY SYSTEMS
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TRANSITION TO CIRCULAR ECONOMY
▪ Reduce & fix input costs for energy
▪ Reduce & fix waste output costs
▪ Create new farm revenues 
▪ Integrated Sustainable Design (ISD)

Reducing input and waste costs / Generating new revenue

ISD SYSTEM DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
HYDROGEN ENERGY SYSTEMS



SECTOR COUPLING VIA HYDROGEN 
▪ Renewable Power
▪ Heating / Cooling
▪ Mobility
▪ Commodities – oxygen, syngas, NH3
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MULTI-SECTOR INTEGRATION
HYDROGEN ENERGY SYSTEMS



Potential Hydrogen sales of £9.3m when the existing portfolio is fully utilised.

Strong growth of revenue generating assets:

▪ Currently 16 tonnes | £160k of hydrogen sales

▪ Up 700% YoY

▪ New fleet of 200 FCEVs are not included

▪ 3 tonne/day capacity (40 buses and 800 cars)

MARKETS
HYDROGEN ENERGY SYSTEMS



Federal road map launched Aug18 with consolidated States and Territories plan from COAG due Dec19 

AUSTRALIAN ACTIVITY
HYDROGEN ENERGY SYSTEMS

Figure 2: Energy resource options for producing hydrogen across Australia’s states and territories.²⁰
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Figure 3: Current hydrogen activity in Australia.

20 Adapted from Deloitt e Access Economics, Decarbonising Australia’s gas distr ibution networks, 2017.
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PV | Wind | Anaerobic digestion |Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) 

Renewable energy sources on farm

INPUT RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES
HYDROGEN ENERGY SYSTEMS



Rainfall | Groundwater | Recycled water |Fuel cell stack recovery 

Renewable water sources on farm

INPUT RENEWABLE WATER SOURCES
HYDROGEN ENERGY SYSTEMS



Hydrogen fuel cell electric vehicles are better suited to agribusiness demands than battery electric 

Typical fuel cell vehicles:

▪ Quad bikes 

▪ Tractors

▪ SUVs

▪ Forklifts

CLEAN FUEL PRODUCED ON FARM
HYDROGEN ENERGY SYSTEMS



Stabilise electricity, heating and cooling costs via combined cycle tri-generation using fuel cell or turbine   

Hydrogen gas for heating and cooling:

▪ Replace LPG and fuel oil for drying / heating

▪ Lower cost storage than batteries

▪ Re-convert to electricity via turbine or fuel cell

▪ Waste heat to cooling via absorption chillers

▪ Hot water as by-product for wash down

POWER TO GAS : ENERGY STORAGE / TRI-GENERATION
HYDROGEN ENERGY SYSTEMS



Potential new revenue streams via farm waste integrated with renewable hydrogen source   

Create value-added products from waste:

▪ Renewable ammonia production via fuel cell

▪ Create renewable methane/DME via biogas / CO2 source

▪ Aquaculture opportunity via waste oxygen

RENEWABLE CHEMISTRY – NEW REVENUE STREAMS
HYDROGEN ENERGY SYSTEMS



Frequency control market alone valued at A$10m’s per annum and growing in NSW

GRID BALANCING SERVICES
HYDROGEN ENERGY SYSTEMS
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3.5 Lifetime & Durability 

The electrolyser system would be expected to achieve a 20-year life provided that proper maintenance 
is undertaken. During this process it would be expected that certain parts would be replaced as part 
of a structured maintenance plan.  

Of particular note are the stack modules. These have been designed to operate under a dynamic 
power profile. Furthermore, the stacks and stack components are subjected to rigorous test regimes 
that include both continuous and intermittent operation. 

Subjecting complete stacks and systems to extended periods of testing is challenging. ITM has over 
150 small scale electrolyser test stands plus 15 full stack test stands. These together with data from 
products both tested in-house, and in the field, provide significant durability data. 

The degradation in an electrolyser stack manifests itself as a gradual increase in voltage. The life of 
the stack is a function of the voltage at the start of life, the rate of voltage increases with operating 
hours, and the maximum tolerable voltage. Conservative calculations based on the observed voltage 
increase predict stack life to be over 80,000 hours.  

 

 

Figure 6: Typical tests profile applied to a 60Nm3/h electrolyser system (full operational range & wind profile) 

  

Create additional revenue via electricity network:

▪ PEM electrolysers can be turned on and off in < 1 second

▪ Remote control of system can be offered to electricity network

▪ Demand response & frequency control revenues 



Production cost reduced and fixed via use of integrated hydrogen energy system including transport

CURRENT EXEMPLAR PROJECT IN AGRIBUSINESS
HYDROGEN ENERGY SYSTEMS

Closed-loop abattoir approved for Gladstone region:

▪ Solar PV, waste water, biogas, batteries, hydrogen for self-sufficiency

▪ Fuel cell trucks included from outset together with oxygen sale

▪ Production cost reduced from >A$300/head to <A$200/head 

▪ Surplus hydrogen to be liquefied for export to Japan and Korea

▪ Pitt & Sherry provided closed-loop ISD expertise 

INNOVATION cont.
RENEWABLE ENERGY – Hydrogen 

Purify Onsite/Offsite waste water for electrolysis process.

Approx. H2 generation: 610,000 Kg/year 

Approx. 20,300,000km mileage for heavy FCEV vehicle

Approx. 21,900t of carbon footprint reduction per year

Potential oxygen applications include: medical and industrial.



Proven four stage process to successful integrated hydrogen energy system project delivery

NEXT STEPS AFTER CONFERENCE
HYDROGEN ENERGY SYSTEMS

Staged process to assess integrated hydrogen energy systems:

▪ AS3598 audits using OEH funding to quantify stationary and motive energy usage

▪ Feasibility study to assess relative costs for various clean technology options

▪ Full FEED study for best options to inform funding application

▪ Project delivery via mix of grant / debt funding to suit individual farm requirements
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